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The Cover Photo
Our cover features “Ellah”, a beautiful 3-month old Afghan Hound puppy who is being treated for Chylothorax
disease. In this issue, with the help of Anna Tyler and Calvena Evetts, we take a look at Chylothorax, a disease
with an outsized effect on our breed and one that can affect them at any age. We discuss what is being done to
fight this disease, and the role that we all can play to help.
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Message from the
President
Happy New Year GTCAHC members, and this is 2020!!
2019 is behind us now and we’re looking forward to
2020 with great enthusiasm!
We have our FastCat scheduled for June 20 & 21, to run
in conjunction with the Anoka/Cambridge shows. This is
our main fund raiser for the year and takes great effort
to run two trials a day with 75 dogs running each trial. Lots of help is needed so please get in touch with member
Ginny Hays bleuzzie@netscape.net to volunteer your services.
The 2020 Specialties are on Friday August 21st. Last year we celebrated the GTCAHC’s 50th Anniversary, this year
we will be celebrating our 50th SPECIALTY SHOW!! Again, many volunteers are needed! Please contact Mike Quinn
mjquinn1024@gmail.com to volunteer your services!
There is talk of again hosting a CAT/Lure Coursing event in the Fall. More to come on that as it develops. Many
people are needed for these events so please contact Vicki Fagre-Stroetz stacytazi@yahoo.com for more information
and to volunteer your services!
This information is on our website at www.GTCAHC.com . We try to get the event information to Lynn LaBahn as
quickly as we can and Lynn does a GREAT job of keeping the website information up to date.
The GTCAHC is one of the most active clubs in the country. We do so
much more than put on a Specialty once a year. The Board works hard
to keep the Club moving in the right direction. With members involved
in Rescue/Fostering, Canine Health, Newsletter, GTCAHC website,
Facebook and other Afghan Hound interests. If you’re not involved, you
should be. Membership should be more than writing a check once a year.
But, if that’s all you want it to be, then make sure you write a BIG check
with a BIG donation to the Trophy, Rescue or Education Funds!
Wishing you all a Happy, Healthy and Successful 2020!!

Steve Cory
GTCAHC President
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CALENDAR
Monthly Membership Meetings

Unless otherwise announced in the meeting Minutes, membership meetings are
held on the second Tuesday of each month at 7:15 pm at the Machine Shed
Restaurant, 8515 Hudson Blvd N, Lake Elmo MN 55042.

** Next meeting - Tuesday February 11***

Conformation Training Classes

Conformation training classes for club members are held on most Sunday
mornings at King’s Ranch Estates. When class is held an email notice is sent out to
those who normally attend class. If you would like to be added to the list, please
send your email address to Anna Tyler at Annat@boysandtylerfinancial.com.

AKC FastCATs

Mark Your Calendar

GTCAHC will host FastCATs on Friday and Saturday June 20th &21st at the Isanti
County Fairgrounds, Cambridge MN.

GTCAHC 51st & 52nd Specialty Shows Mark Your Calendar

In 2020 GTCAHC will host its 51st and 52nd Specialty Shows. The date is Friday
August 21st.

AHCA National Specialty

Mark Your Calendar

In 2020 Afghan Hound Club of America National Specialty is scheduled for Sept
28th to Oct 2nd at the Roberts Center in Wilmington OH.

Notice from the 2020 Specialty Show Chair
The judges for our August 21, 2020 Specialties are David Miller and
Nancy Self. Our Sweepstakes judge is Jennifer Taylor. Volunteers are
needed to help with the show. We are still looking for an auction chair
for the show. All this is information is on the website. If anyone is
interested, they can contact me directly at mjquinn1024@gmail.com.
Michael Quinn
2020 Specialty Show Chair
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Oberon

New Year & A New Family for Korbel - Oberon
Lorene and Tom French are the rescue heroes that fostered
“Korbel”, who came to them through Underdog Rescue. At
around Thanksgiving, Korbel’s previous owner was killed while
crossing a road. Lorene eventually introduced Korbel to Bill and
Jan Reely, who decided to adopt him. On January 12, 2020,
Korbel went to his new forever home with Bill and Jan. His name
has been changed. He is now “Oberon”. He is settling in nicely.
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The Rescue Journey of

Shamus

. . . It Took a Village

by Lois Stanfield

There is a saying that “Grief is simply Love that has nowhere to go.” After
losing my beloved Khiley, I simply had to find another afghan to love. The
journey to find my next baby was so complex. I still today marvel at him
coming to me. It truly does take a village sometimes.
The “right” dogs always find their way to us. I'm not really sure who
chooses whom . . . . After trying without success to adopt two different
dogs, I finally contacted Martha Parks Powell. Martha told me that two
boys had arrived in Missouri from Southern California and were being
fostered by Marilyn Danko.
I called Marilyn. She described the two. They were both 1-1/2 years old,
untrained and undisciplined. Marilyn said that one was white with dark
eyes and a black nose and mouth. She said that he was very smart. I
“knew” that he was my dog. Marilyn found someone to transport him to a
dog show in Council Bluffs. I found a friend to drive down with me to the
Council Bluffs, and I brought Shamus home on November 23rd.
After posting a couple of photos of Shamus on FB, his amazing rescue journey began to unfold. All the people
responsible for his rescue reached out to me to share their part in his rescue.
He was listed for sale on Craigs List in Southern California. A person involved in rescue saw the listing and
investigated. This was the second time he was being sold on CL. She then referred him to Afghan Hound Rescue of
Southern California (AHRSC). Another rescue person contacted the seller, and arranged to buy him and pick him up
for AHRSC. Yet another person went to the location to get him. It turns out he was in one of the worst neighborhoods
in Los Angeles, with trash all over and loose pit pulls roaming the neighborhood. He was in a horrid apartment that
had no furniture and appeared to be a “front” for some kind for drug activity. He looked pretty healthy, with just a
shaved off top knot and a very weird haircut.
He was then brought to Sandy Blount, who had him vetted and neutered. He was placed in foster care with another
rescue person during his recovery. Apparently, he was quite a handful. Marilyn Danko in Missouri stepped up to take
him on and foster him.
Yet another rescue person drove him to Albuquerque. Marilyn's husband picked him up from Albuquerque and drove
out to their home in Missouri. He arrived there the very day that Khiley passed away...
Shamus is one of the sweetest and most loving dogs I have ever had. But
he is also one of the most mischievous!!! He is so clever and naughty, and
too smart for his own good!! I am having so much fun with him. Although
I might “think” that I am training him to be a good canine citizen, I suspect
that in reality, he is training me. I am just his hand-maiden, trying to keep
him out of trouble!
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Anna Tyler
Interviewed by Vicki Fagre-Stroetz
for “Exclusively Afghans”
discussing the
Chylothorax Research Project

EA: We're all just starting to gain an understanding of this disease. Even the name is hard for some of us
to pronounce. What does "chylothorax" mean? And what does it do?
Anna: Chyle is the fluid – it is a thick, white fluid that fills up the Thorax – chest cavity in dogs and cats
too. It’s really not so hard to pronounce once you get used to it. It is pronounced ky-lo-thor-ax.
EA: Why Afghans? How prominent is this disease in Afghans?
Anna: Because we don’t know the answer to this very disturbing question – it is called idiopathic
Chylothorax – because they just don’t know the why of it. We are starting the Research to help us find
answers to why Afghan Hounds are being so affected by it and number two – to find a breeder marker
(we don’t know if it is inherited) to test for it in our dogs before they are bred.
EA: Are blood samples needed for their research or are they trying to collect a database? Why is collecting
blood samples so important?
Anna: Dr. Gary Johnson has 5 (maybe 6 by now) Chylo affected blood samples and 31 healthy blood
samples from Afghan Hounds. Most other parent clubs have hundreds of stored samples from healthy
dogs and this is needed to compare against the affected blood samples. This is what the researcher has
requested, and we try to get him what he needs for a successful research project. Plus, they keep and
store the DNA on the dogs for future research in other areas that may be needed later on. It is a DNA
database for our breed for health research.
EA: Can people donate blood samples from their dogs locally? At local dog shows or at the vet?
Anna: Yes, I have taken my healthy dogs into the vet and shipped blood samples to Dr. Johnson.
Paperwork needs to be filled out and sent with it. Attached are the Step 1 & Step 2 forms for you . The
forms are no more difficult than filling out a show entry form with sire and dam info- only this asks for a
bit of health history on top of it. Also ,a pedigree is needed if somebody has one . [note: the forms are

published at the end of the newsletter].
Breed Clubs can organize Blood Draw Clinics and overnight chilled to the Researcher.
easy and helpful.

It is amazingly
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EA: What do you hope will be accomplished by this research? Treatments? A cure? Eradication of the
disease?
Anna: Results and all of the above, I hope. Also, a blood test for our breeding stock to clear them of this
disease prior to breeding. We need answers and hope to find them with Research.
EA: What can we do as individuals and as a club to help?
Anna: On a club level we can organize a Blood Draw Clinic as we did at the National in 2019. 25 blood
samples from healthy dogs were taken and shipped to the Researcher. Club members Julia Callaghan and
Annaliese Rickbeil are Vet Techs. Julia has helped with this in the past. We are blessed to have talented
people to work with.
On a personal level, l we can take our dogs to the vet and have the blood drawn and shipped. In either
situation, please be sure to fill out the paperwork and send with the blood sample with the owner’s name
and the dog’s name on the vial.
I will be organizing another Blood Draw Clinic at the Breeders Cup at Purina Farms the end of March. It is
free to those who donate.
EA: Anna, thank you so much for sitting for this interview. And thank you for your commitment and and
the work you are doing to help our breed. I have one final question. How did you become interested and
involved in the fight against Chylothorax?
I learned about Chylothorax because of “Valentino”, a puppy that was adopted from me in 2014. Valentino
developed Chylothorax after a fall. The more I learned about his disease, the more concerned I became.
The Afghan Hound is one of the breeds that is most affected by this disease. I’ve learned of 4 cases in just
the past few months. The Research project has been in the works for 3 years. But the actual Research
itself will bergin on February 1, 2020. This is a long-term project. This is the first ever research for this
disease in Afghan Hounds. So, Valentino is what got us started on our path to this research.

Valentino at age 2 with Walleska at the beach in Costa Rica
just months before he became ill with Chylothorax.

Valentino’s Story
told by Anna Tyler

This is Valentino’s story. A very nice lady named Walleska
Cianfaneli, who lived in Costa Rica, adopted Valentino from
me in 2014. At the age of 2, Valententino (Vale) fell off a crate
and landed upside down where his lung twisted. This is a
trauma induced Chylo reaction. After a month Walleska
noticed that Vale was having a very hard time breathing. A thick, creamy white fluid called
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Chyle and it fills up the chest (thorax) cavity. This fluid compresses the heart and lungs restricting air into the lungs and compressing the heart from being able to beat and causes
cardiac arrest if not treated.

The vets in Costa Rica had never heard of this before and had no idea how to treat it. Vale
languished for 9 weeks with fluid being drained from his chest, and I do not know how he
survived. Finally, a specialist was brought in and surgery was performed. He ended up
having two surgeries In Costa Rica. Walleska and her husband Peter later moved to
Chicago. Vale had improved enough to make this move. Once in Chicago, Walleska and
Peter discovered that they were just a few hours drive form Chylothorax disease specialist,
Dr. Jonathan McAnulty, who is located in Madison, WI. Dr McAnulty installed a port to drain
the fluid from Vale’s chest. With medication the fluid dried and stopped leaking chyle into
Vale’s chest cavity. Several months later the port was removed. It has been two years since
that procedure, and Valentino is doing well. They still watch him to see that he doesn’t
reverse and get sick again. But so far he seems fine.

Valentino after his first of 4
surgeries.
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This report by Anna Taylor is reprinted from Topknot News, Volume
2019, Issue3, with permission. Anna Tyler is an Afghan Hound
Club of America (AHCA) Director, AHCA Canine Health
Committee Chair, an AKC Afghan Hound conformation judge,
an Afghan hound breeder and exhibitor, and a longtime
member and former officer of the Greater Twin Cities Afghan
Hound Club.

CANINE HEALTH COMMITTEE
by Anna Taylor

Blood Draw Clinic: Dr Gary Johnson of the University of
Missouri
(UMO) requests blood samples from healthy non-affected Afghan Hounds. In
addition to affected, as they have so few samples to compare to. The [AHCA]
Board voted at the July 20th meeting to have a Blood Draw Clinic at the 2019
National and again at the Breeder’s Cup 2020.
Two forms accompany the samples: Step #1 & Step #2 forms. It is important to
first get the Step #1 OFA CHIC Blood Collection Kit, which includes the bar
codes that allow the CHIC OFA to keep the DNA for future research. The short
health history can be updated as needed simply by emailing Eddie Dziuk at CHIC
OFA (edziuk@offa.org). The Step #2 form’s more detailed health history
background (pedigree needed) accompanies the blood sample which is sent to
Dr Johnson at UMO, which stores all the blood vital to the current Chylothorax
Research.
This is the time for us to make an effort to get as many blood samples as
possible for our data banks, which is very important for the Chylothorax research
as well as future research, as other PCs [Parent Clubs] have hundreds of samples
banked for their breeds.
2019 AKC CHF [Canine Health Foundation] PC Health Conference: I proudly
represented the AHCA at the biennial AKC CHF Parent Club Health Conference
in August of this year. The AHCA has supported the CHF from the start, and
CHF is guiding the AHCA through the first-ever research into Chylothorax. Your
donations – money, blood samples and health history data – are vital.
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The free webinar series, a rich CHF resource, is available at akcchf.org/vetvine.
The biennial PC conferences gathers researchers, PC representatives,
veterinarians, and at least one veterinary student from each vet school to
interact and discuss the latest discoveries in canine health. Next year is the 25th
Anniversary of the CHF, the largest funder of canine health research in the world,
currently funding $10+million in 23 research program areas. Membership
Matters! I would like the AHCA to become a CHF Member. Club membership is
$200, includes a banner with AHCA on it to display at our events.
Update on Chylothorax Research: Dr Brown at the CHF has requested a formal
research grant proposal from Dr Gary Johnson (UMO). Once received, it will go
before a joint research review committee at the CHF. If the research review
committee approves the proposal, then Dr Brown will send it to the Board for a
final signature. If the BOD approves it at that time, CHF will need the first
installment of $4,700.00 will be paid 6-months after grant approval date – to
total $11,800.00.
A $1,212.82 check from 2018 Purina Circles was received! Also, I am so grateful
for all the GoFundMe donations, the Regional Club and individual donations and
to the ladies (Angela Caroline, Amy Gibbs, Mary Currie and several others) who
made and donated items specifically for the Chylothorax Silent Auction at the
2018 Art Auction. They made these items only for the Chylo research and it was
very beneficial to the AHCA CHF Donor Adviser Fund (DAF) health research
fund. We remain short of our goal, still needing donations to complete the
payment and build up the AHCA DAF. The current balance of the DAF is
$7,482.46
Also, in consideration is the William E Dean III Charitable Foundation grant that
is pending decision. We hope to hear of the award decision in November.
Respectfully Submitted,
Anna Tyler, Chairperson

[Note: The grant for the Afghan Hound Club of America Chylothorax Research
Project from the William E Dean III Charitable Foundation was recently approved
by the Canine Health Foundation in the amount of $10,000. Dr. Gary Johnson’s
Research will start February 1, 2020].
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The William E Dean III Charitable Foundation
recently grave $10,000 to the Afghan Hound Club of
America for Chylothorax research. This is the story of
how this marvelous gift came about.

The William E Dean III
Charitable Foundation
Grant to the AHCA A true Story
by Calvena Evetts

William E Dean III
Calvena Evetts
I am the former wife of William E. Dean III (Bill), DDS. We were
married during his USAF service during the Viet Nam war. We
moved to Austin, TX following his service where he attended
the University of Texas.
During those years, we had three afghan hounds. The
youngest was the son of the older two and a blessing as he
arrived after my miscarriage. We named him Sundance.
Sundance never knew he was a dog. As he grew up, Bill did
lots of activities with Sundance, including lure coursing. We
sailed with all 3 dogs and they learned to love it. Sundance
was a regular at the family pony farm outside of San Antonio
and kept the horses and people in check.
Colonel Dean, Bill’s father, used to tell us that he would send
Sundance to college if we could teach him to talk, so we spent
endless hours teaching Sundance to respond with “ruff” when
appropriate questions were asked. Fortunately, Sundance
lived a long and healthy life.
We bred another litter of 7 healthy afghan hounds. Bill went on to the University of Texas Medical School
and completed his degree in Dentistry. He practiced dentistry for a few years and then went into business
with his brother, developing land between San Antonio and New Braunfels, TX. He maintained his home
on the family farm and raised Texas Longhorns and participated in his favorite hobby, flying. He had his
pilot’s license before he had a driver’s license.
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We sadly went our separate ways, but we stayed in touch over the years. When Bill passed away, I learned
that he had left a charitable trust to help dogs and Veterans. I suggested to Anna Tyler that the study of
Chylothorax would be a cause that Bill would have wanted to be a part of. And I was thrilled to learn that
the Afghan Hound Club of America with the help of CHF (Canine Health Foundation) was successful in
receiving funds from Bill’s trust for 2019.
Finding a cure for Chylothorax is very near to my heart
because I lost my Afghan Hound, “Scout” to Chylothorax
when he was only 18 months old.
I thank Bill in heaven for his great generosity and for loving
animals as much as I do.

Calvena Evetts
Calvena is an Afghan Hound breeder, exhibitor,
& member of AHCA &Tara Afghan Hound Club.
Scout
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AKC Conformation Statistics for Afghan Hounds -2019
Top 100 Dogs - All Groups [1 Afghan Hound ended the year in the Top 100]
# 39 GCHP CH Agha Djari's Fifth Dimension Of Sura
Male 13520 Points, 5 BIS, 28 Group 1, Owner: S Neill/J Souza-Bartlett/C O'Connor

All Breed Standings – Afghan Hounds
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All Breed Standings – Afghan Hounds (continued)

Afghan Hound Breed Standings
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Afghan Hound Breed Standings (continued)

(more stats - next page)
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AKC Grand Championship Standings - Afghans
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AKC Grand Championship Standings

(continued)

2019 Owner-Handler Breed - Top 15
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from Louise Paulson

Eli
Duet Inisfree Better Believe It
(GCHP CH Agha Djari’s Fifth
Dimension of Sura – “Finn” x GCH CH
Inisfree Duet Sirae’s Silhouette –
“Sillee”)
Breeders & Owners: Louise Paulson,
Lorene French, Anna C. Tyler and Alyssa
Johnson

Eli “Duet Inisfree Better Believe It” was awarded 3rd place
in his very competitive 6-9 month class in Sweeps
at the 2019 National Specialty by Harry Bennett.

Eli received his first points as WD from the Bred
By Exhibitor Class at the Granite City Kennel Club
shows on Saturday, December 14, 2019.
It was a 3 point major under Judge Mary C.
Murphy-East.
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from Pam Ristau

New Grand
Champion!!

Stormie
Gr Ch Inisfree Sirae’ This
Girl is on Fire

Stormie 2020 with a BOB
at the Land O Lakes
Kennel Club shows on
Saturday January 4th under Mr Larry Sorensen, and she went
BOB again on Sunday January 5th under Ms Lee Whittier.
In 2019, Stormie earned her Championship at 12 months at the
Fargo Moorhead Dog shows and finished her Grand at 15
months at the St. Croix Dog Shows.
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from Anna Tyler

New Champion!! Tandy
Ch Sirae' Inisfree Cloak N Dagger
Owners: Cynthia Byington & Anna Tyler
Granite City Kennel Club

Roxette
Inisfree Fox Run Sirae’ She’s Got the Look

Bred and owned by Anna Tyler,
Cynthia Byington, Lynn Mercer&
Louise Paulson
Winners Bitch
Afghan Hound Club of Greater Chicago

Tandy, Reserve Winners Bitch, Afghan Hound Club of Greater Chicago

Tandy & Roxy
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Stormie
Gr Ch Inisfree Sirae' This Girl is On Fire
Owned by Pam & Garth Ristau,
Anna Tyler & Cynthia Byington.
BOB both days in Land O Lakes KC shows
in January. She was pulled in the group both days.

Sade’
G Ch Inisfree Sirae’ Duet Whiter
Shade of Pale
Owned by Anna Tyler,
Cynthia Byington, Lynn Mercer&
Louise Paulson
.

Best Brood Bitch
Afghan Hound Club of Greater Chicago
with Tandy, Stormie & Roxy
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from Meredith Kline

New Champion!!

Ciel
Ch. Kasban Eden Jovan Eyes On the Sky

2019 was a fun year for Ch. Kasban Eden
Jovan Eyes On the Sky, co-owned by JoAnn
Jones and myself. “Ciel” was WB at the AHC
of Dallas Specialty in April; then she became
a champion in May, with a Best of Breed win.

We didn’t show often over the summer and fall, but during that time Ciel
and I received three Owner-Handler BOBs, including OH Hound Group 1
twice!
Our last highlight was going SB at the Austin AHC Specialty under breeder
judge Nancy Edgington for a 5 point major. (Ciel had her own ideas when
it came to the win picture.) 😁
At this time, Ciel is done showing, as we look ahead to breeding plans in
2020. She enjoys more time in the yard for armadillo patrol, and sweetly
tolerates my photo shoots.

Prince

GCh. Inisfree Siraé Delirious Duet, is also doing well! He is

a mellow man of leisure now, but he used to love coursing, so running
singles may again be in his future.
I miss my GTCAHC friends and all their dogs. I hope the new year finds
everyone healthy and happy! Love from Texas!!
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from Dwayne Sanders & Michael Dickenshied

Deacon
Zavin's Coming In Hot
(CH Zavin's Masquerade Belexander x CH Genesis Wicked)
Breeders: Steve Cory, Michael Quinn
Owners: Dwayne Sanders, Michael Dickenshied,
Steve Cory, Michael Quinn
Deacon took Winners Dog from the 6-9 month class for a 4 point major on
January 5, 2020, at the Land O Lakes Kennel Club show in St Paul under Judge
Ms. Lee Whittier.
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from Vicki Fagre-Stroetz

New Field Champion!!

Nike

Ch Ysanti Notorious Nike TCP, FCh
(DC Horizon Prime Time MC LCX FCh x FC El Zagel’s Arcadian Colors SC FCh GRC SOR SORC)
Owner: Vicki Fagre-Stroetz
Breeders: Vicki Fagre-Stroetz, Kathi Bruggeman, Connie Sullivan, Deann Britton

Nike chased lots of bunnies
in 2019. Along the way,
she received an AKC BIF
for a 5 point major, BOB at the
ASFA Region 5 Invitational, and a
BOB at the ASFA International
Invitational, where she also
earned her Field Championship.
Nike ended the year as the ASFA
#2 ASFA Afghan Hound.
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from Vicki Fagre-Stroetz

Phredi
GCh CH Ysanti Mighty Aphrodite
Breeders:Vicki Fagre-Stroetz, Kathi Bruggeman,
Connie Sullivan, Deann Britton
Owner: Vicki Fagre-Stroetz
Phredi began 2019 by finishing her Grand
Championship. During the year she discovered
lure coursing, and she ended the year in a
tie with her litter brother Jeopardi for
ASFA #9 Afghan Hound. Five finished
2019 in the ASFA Top 20.

Tango
FC Debmar's Surrender To The Dance, FCh,SC,SOR,ORC,LCX,GRC

Tango had fun lure coursing this year. He finished 2019 in the
ASFA Top 20. In 2020, he will compete for the first time
as a Veteran.
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from Sandy Nelson

New Grand Champion Silver!!

Riggs
GCHS CH Karizma Rustic Silverlining
Owners/Breeders: S Nelson & E Wolfe

Riggs received his silver Grand Championship
at the Land O Lakes show on January 4
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from Annaliese Rickbeil

Oakley
Ysanti Triton Surfing the Wave
Owner: Annaliese Rickbeil & Kathi Bruggeman
Photo by unihound

Oakley went Best of Winners for a 4 point major at the Land O Lakes Kennel Club
show on Saturday January 4, 2020 under Judge Larry Sorenson. Oakley finished
2019 in the ASFA Top 20.
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In Memory

KHILEY
CH INISFREE RENAISSANCE MAJIC

2/3/07 - 10/26/19

by

Lois Stanfield

I fell in love with Khiley the moment I met him. He was 3 years old and lived with my dear
friend Louise Paulson. Apparently, he fell in love with me too, because he tinkled on my
leg and marked me as his own.

:)

He had a rough start in life, but had one glorious year with the wonderful Leslee Greer
and began his career as a show dog before ending up in that miserable, infamous kennel
in Indiana. My friends, Anna Tyler (his breeder), Louise Paulson, (his co-breeder) and
Leslee Greer rescued him. Louise brought him home, rehabilitated him, and finished him
in the show ring. He spent 4 years with dear Louise, who loved him dearly, as he loved
her.
Khiley was a glamour boy. He took people's breath away everywhere he went. He was as
sweet and loving as he was beautiful, and he needed a person to devote himself to.
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